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				How Much to Reupholster Boat Seats? (Updated Price)


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Vinyl is a tough boat seat material, which deals well with moisture, water, and other elements. However, it can suffer from wear and tear over time. Now, the question is, how much to reupholster boat … 

Read more
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				The Best Carpets for Boat Trailer Bunks


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Maintaining your boat is not only limited to keeping it clean and protected from environmental contaminants. It also needs the utmost care whenever you load and launch it on trailer bunks. To assist you with … 

Read more
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				How to Reupholster Boat Seats? – An Easy DIY Tutorial


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Many vessel components can be damaged heavily after a long time of using and traveling, and boat seats are not an exception. Many reasons lead to the ugly outlooks of vinyl seats, such as saltwater … 

Read more
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				The Best Marine LED Light Bars


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Facing the gloomy or foggy atmosphere over the waters can be dangerous or exciting, depending on the light installed in your water vessel. You will be thrilled to sail in the darkness if you have … 

Read more
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				The Best Marine LED Spreader Lights


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					The deck is one of the most important parts of any boat. This is where I socialize with my friends and prepare fishing bait. At night, however, it is harder to do things and have … 

Read more
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				The Best Jon Boat Lights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Jon boats are small and simple yet popular fishing boats. They are not only inexpensive to buy, but their ownership and maintenance costs are also affordable. Thanks to these factors, Jon boat owners can invest … 

Read more
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				What Should You Always Do When a Person Falls Overboard?


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Nobody wants to face a “man overboard” scenario, but what should you always do when a person falls overboard? You might want to alert the crew, slow down, throw a personal flotation device to the … 

Read more
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				The Best Boat Spotlights


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					You may be reluctant to go on a water expedition at night. But you will be at ease and more willing if you have the best boat spotlight in your boat. It allows you to … 

Read more
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				How to Lock a Kayak to Your Roof Rack? – 4 Methods


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Knowing how to lock a kayak to your roof rack is a crucial skill for owners of small recreational boats. It’s a must-have competency to safeguard kayaks against potential fall-related damage and theft, saving you … 

Read more
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				What Color are Safe Water Markers and What Do They Do for You?


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Safety is of paramount importance when you are out on the water, and this is especially true when you are sailing on a boat. Among the tools to keep us safe are water markers, and … 

Read more
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				How to Anchor a Boat in a Lake? (Safely and Securely)


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					How to anchor a boat in a lake? Even professionals find anchoring hard sometimes, let alone newbies. Not knowing how to anchor properly can be bothersome as you may damage other vessels and your own. … 

Read more
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				The Best Boat Hooks


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					Boat hooks provide the convenience that you will never expect. They offer a wide variety of functions that will aid you in your water journey. You will not even know you need one until you … 

Read more
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				How to Properly Adjust the Bunks on a Boat Trailer in 5 Steps


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Does your boat feel tippy on the trailer whenever you bring it home from the water? If your watercraft looks wobbly during transport or storage, you might want to make adjustments to its trailer resting … 

Read more
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				How Much Does a Boat Trailer Weigh? – A Boater’s Guideline


				
					Posted: October 2, 2023				


				
					Determining boat trailer weights is important before purchasing this piece of equipment as it relates deeply to your tow vehicle’s capacity to commute safely while pulling the vessel on the road. This has never been … 

Read more
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				The Best Boat Trailer Rollers


				
					Posted: October 1, 2023				


				
					We all know that the hardest part of a sea trip is to start it off. Launching a water vessel onto the trailer may be a tedious task even for a veteran sports enthusiast. Not … 

Read more
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